
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Review of Raising the Dead

To the Editor:

I was terribly disappointed in Mary S. Edwards' (1995) review of
Raising the Dead by Robert Selzer (1993). It only served to confirm
my own observation that the population, including many near-death
researchers, are all too quick to believe every report of a near-death
experience (NDE) despite the absence of supportive documentation.

Raising the Dead is Yale University surgeon Selzer's account of
how he "died" while suffering from Legionnaire's disease. Like so
many other NDEs, his experience included the familiar floating out
of the body to observe the death scene. The book reported that he
remained in such a state for 10 minutes without vital signs until he
came back to life.
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The fact is that Selzer never died. He himself admitted that he
made the whole thing up: "I just wanted to tell a ripping good story
based on my own near-death experience ... and I needed that single
climatic [sic] event" (Huyghe, 1994, p. 103). When Selzer tries to tell
people the truth, he often receives an amazing reaction:

Obviously I did not die.. .. But when I tell people the truth, after
the fact, they don't want to believe me. It shows how compelling
the notion of life after death is to many and how compelling lan-
guage can be. (Huyghe, 1994, p. 103)

Edwards commented that Selzer "deftly takes us with him" (p. 269)
as his recovery progressed, and that he expressed with great wit his
"humbling experience of returning to the body" (p. 269). Edwards
then wrote that she "was left nearly drunk. . . moving along with
Selzer through such a journey" (p. 269). I suggest it is high time the
public, especially investigators of NDEs, stop reveling in drunken
stupors of emotionalism.

The public's lack of discernment in this area can best be seen in
their blanket acceptance of Betty Eadie's bestseller Embraced by the
Light (Eadie and Taylor, 1992). Eadie has switched her story several
times and has not been altogether honest with the public about her
religious agenda. There are even two different versions of her book
that contradict each other (Abanes, 1994). It is possible that Eadie,
like Selzer, may have captivated some readers with nothing but a
tall tale.

Should there not be some degree of skepticism about NDEs, espe-
cially those coming from persons like Eadie who refuse to supply
any medical records? Are all NDE tales to be believed outright? What
about contradictions and inconsistencies in the accounts of persons
claiming to have had an NDE? Are these factors to be dismissed in
favor of the sheer beauty of a story? If so, then let us all forsake
near-death research and simply start a fiction book club. I fear that
this is already happening, and Edwards' review of Selzer's book did
not do much to alleviate my fears.
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